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ABSTRACT
Watches have been accompanying people’s lives for centuries. Smart watches, however, are still relatively new. Compared with smart phones which have significantly changed people’s living style in recent years, smart watches still have a long way to go before getting popular. However, in some scenarios such as tough industrial work place and intelligent living environment, smart watches are more likely to be used instead of other devices such as smart phones. In this paper, we review some representative smart watch projects and analyze their approaches. We start by introducing the typical use cases through two generations of smart watches. We then analyze both commonality and differentiation in the methodologies adopted in various approaches. We also discuss the evaluation of such approaches. We finally point out that by providing fast information access and gesture-based interaction with the environment, smart watches may enrich people’s lives to a great extent.
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INTRODUCTION
Watches have been invented to accompany people's daily lives for centuries. Traditionally, watches are worn by people as the unique equipment to access date and time information anytime and anywhere. Decades ago, however, with the blooming of cell phones, especially smart phones, people are getting more and more relying on them to handle nearly all sorts of stuff, from simple date and time check to more advanced services such as e-learning and business. That's why for some years, people rarely purchase or wear watches.

This situation hasn’t been changed until late of 20 century, when microchip technologies such as microprocessor and Bluetooth experienced significant development. Very quickly, such advanced hardware was adopted into watches area, which inspired the occurrence of smart watches.

IBM’s Linux Watch [10] is widely considered to be one of the earliest smart watches. At that time, smart watches are mainly designed to use buttons and software menus to interact with users. Their functionalities are mostly focusing on fast information access, such as brief information of a new email, weather forecast, users’ PIM (Personal Information Management), and so on. Some other functionalities are focusing on notification through haptic feedback, such as notifying elderly people to take medicine in time.

With the development and application of inertial sensors, smart watches evolved into a new generation, which supports gesture-based interaction with both users and their environment [2]. For instance, in a smart living environment, people need to interact with the smart devices anytime and anywhere. Compared with smart phones which are usually placed on the table at home, smart watches are more likely to be carried everywhere, even in a bathroom, which makes it suitable to be used to control smart appliances and other devices remotely.

The core components in smart watches include a microprocessor, some inertial sensors, and a wireless module. The inertial sensors are critical for the new generation of smart watches to recognize user’s gestures and take corresponding actions. From software architecture perspective, smart watches may be designed to work independently, or to work as a client that relies on a remote powerful machine or smart phone for further processing of complicated tasks.

The smart watches of nowadays usually provide users both traditional interaction (such as menus and buttons) and gesture-based interaction, which makes people’s lives much easier. Meanwhile, there are still some gaps in this area, such as security protection and standardization, to be considered and filled.

USE CASES
Traditionally, watches are worn by people to access time information anytime and anywhere. This situation hasn’t been changed until late of 20 century, when the first generation of smart watches occurred. Since then, watches’ information visualization function in a manner of fast
access has been significantly extended from sole time information to diverse information that customers may be concerned with. In recent years, powered by inertial sensors, smart watches are able to support gesture-based interaction with both users and their environment in a really smart way.

Fast Information Access
In this information explosion era, people are supposed to access all kinds of information, such as personal emails, social network messages, news, weather forecast, and so on, on a daily or even hourly basis.

Tablet PCs and smart phones have been widely used in terms of information access in personal consumption area. However, neither tablet PC nor smart phone is the best choice to be used to access information quickly in some scenarios. A tablet PC, for instance, is usually placed in a bag and thus not likely to be taken out to check the email when a person is walking on a crowded street. A smart phone, similarly, is usually held in pockets or bags, which increases the risk of missing an important phone call or message even with the vibration notification switched on.

In contrast, smart watches can fill in the gaps very well. User can access multiple types of important information by a simple glance.

Single-Segment Display
Most smart watches have only one segment for display. This is also the case even for those early smart watches which focused their functionalities on fast information access.

IBM's Linux Watch [10] is considered as one of the earliest commercial smart watches. Its prototype is as Figure 1 shows.

Figure 1. IBM’s Linux Watch. Reprinted from [10].

The product has two versions, the one with OLED display and the one with LCD display. The only difference between the two versions is just the display. The watch in Figure 1 is of OLED version, which seems to be clearer and more attractive than the LCD version.

Multi-Segment Display
Lyons et al. [8] implement Facet as a wrist worn system consisting of multiple displaying segments. Figure 2 shows the prototype.

Figure 2. The Facet prototype. Reprinted from [8]

Each segment in Facet is meaningful. People can use different segments to store different information, such as Email, and incoming phone calls. Furthermore, powered by Bluetooth and infrared interfaces in some cases, people can easily access Internet services, such as weather forecast, traffic information, stock market, sports news, and so on.

However, what makes Facet really attractive is that people can customize the segments in a direct tangible way. For instance, people can expand one segment display to more ones, or collapse expanded segments to fewer ones. For instance, when someone receives an Email with digest information displayed on one segment, he can expand the display to multiple segments for a further comprehensive reading.

Environment Interaction
With appropriate sensors (such as accelerometers) and wireless modules (such as Bluetooth) integrated, smart watches can be used to interact with both the users and their environments.

Remote Device Control
In some scenarios where it’s hard to directly interact with the target due to the limitation in the physical size, people can leverage remote control. In some other scenarios such as a tough industrial environment where smart phones or tablet PCs are not applicable, workers can also rely on smart watches for remote control.

Kim et al. [7] develop Gesture watch, which is a wireless device that controls other devices through hand gestures. The watch first uses sensors to collect raw data of user’s gestures, then sent the data over Bluetooth to remote computer or smart phone which will further process the raw data using Markov models. Finally, the recognized hand gestures will be used as commands to control remote devices such as a media player.

One of the recognizable gestures, forward move for one time, is shown in Figure 3.
Researchers have also found that people are not likely to carry their smart phones at home [2]. Instead, they tend to put their smart phones on the table. Then in a smart living environment where intelligent devices need to be controlled through screen based interaction, smart phones are not suitable.

On the contrary, wrist watches are easy to carry, and convenient for control. They are also acceptable and suitable for elderly people who are not familiar with computer system [3].

dWatch is developed by Bonino et al. [3] as a personal wrist watch for smart environment. It has three main functions:

- Provide both stand menus and gesture-based interaction for users to control devices.
- Receive notifications from both the environment and other dWatches.
- Offer personalized functions to users according to their particular privileges. In the cases when multiple dWatches exist, they can share responsibilities with each being granted corresponding privileges to interact with their own devices.

Powered by a domotic gateway, Dog, dWatch is very adaptable and can be easily integrated into various domotic systems.

**METHODOLOGIES**

In this section, we will analyze the methodologies used by various smart watches from the following aspects respectively.

**Hardware**

Some smart watches are based on existing commercial watches, such as MetaWatch used in [2], WIMM One used by Facet [8], and eZ430-Chronos used by dWatch [3]. One of the advantages of leveraging existing watches is that there’s no need to design or customize hardware components.

However, current commercial watches sometimes cannot meet the requirements of particular research projects. That’s why many research works in smart watches tend to choose appropriate hardware components and assemble them together to make them work efficiently.

Here we discuss some common components used in both commercial watches and research-based watches.

**Microprocessor**

The microprocessor is the core component in smart watches. Depending on what tasks the watches are supposed to do, various microprocessors are adopted.

MSP430, from Texas Instruments, is one of the earliest microprocessors applied in smart watches [2]. The watches in [2] and [6] are all based on it.
Some high-end microprocessors, such as ARM 7 in [10] and ARM 9 in [9], can provide considerable computation abilities, which are suitable for watches that process complicated tasks, such as gesture recognition.

**Sensors**

Gestures recognition in smart watches is usually implemented through inertial Sensors. There are three common inertial sensors: accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometer.

- Accelerometers are cheap solutions which provide relative position information by combing the sensors values twice. Thus they are normally used to recognize swipe, shake, and tilting gestures. The drawback is that they cannot provide absolute position information without support from outside [9] [4].
- Gyroscopes are high-end solutions which provide relative orientation information by calculating the angular rate. Combined with other sensors such as magnetometers, they are possible to provide absolute orientation information. They are usually used to detect rotation of the forearm [4].
- Magnetometer is used to recognize tilting gestures and pointing gestures [9].

Beside inertial sensors, there are other sensors, such as infrared proximity sensors in [7] and force sensors in [9], used in different watches.

**Wireless Module**

Wireless module is a regular configuration for most smart watches. The most prevalent wireless protocol is Bluetooth which is used by [6] [10] [7] [9]. Meanwhile, there are some other wireless protocols, such as SimpliciTI in [3] which is used and modified to allow dWatch to communicate with a domotic gateway.

**Software Architecture**

Depending on how computational tasks are distributed, the software architecture of smart watches can be categorized into three types: all-in-one, client-server, and gateway-integration.

**All-in-one**

This type of smart watches usually have powerful processing abilities that can handle intensive computational tasks, such as gestures recognition. Normally they independently complete all the tasks, such as sensing data collection, gestures recognition, commands issuing, interaction with users, and so on.

Many current smart watches belong to this category. E.g., MetaWatch [2], Facet [8], IBM's Linux Watch [10], and the smart watch developed in [9] all independently recognize user’s gestures and other input, interact with users, and do some management stuff.

**Client-Server**

This type of smart watches usually has limited processing abilities. Instead of handling all the tasks by themselves, they usually send the raw sensing data to remote server for further processing, such as gesture recognition. In most cases, they are only responsible for information display and simple interaction with users.

Personal Server (PerServ) proposed by Hutterer et al. [6] is a typical example of client-server architecture, where the watch is only used for display purpose, including receiving, decoding and displaying raw information. All the computational intensive tasks are left to PerServ. The architecture is as Figure 5 shows.

![Figure 5. Overview of Personal Server Design. Reprinted from [6].](image)

On the other side, PerServ runs on a standard HP iPAQ which is powerful enough to do complicated computation.

Another example is Gesture Watch [7], which sends the collected sensing data to remote computer or smart phone for further processing, including gestures recognition.

**Gateway-Integration**

In some cases smart watches cannot directly interact with remote devices. Instead, they have to communicate with some gateways first, and then the remote devices.

dWatch [3] is integrated into a smart environment through Dog, a domotic gateway that enables integration of different home automation solutions. To complete the integration, Bonino et al. [3] develop a new device driver, which is installed in Dog gateway and used to communicate with dWatch over wireless protocol. Then dWatch can interact with remote devices through Dog.

The whole work flow is that, dWatch first collects the accelerometer data, which is then sent to gesture recognition module. Once the gesture is recognized, the corresponding command is sent to Dog gateway and then the remote devices.
Interaction
The old generation of smart watches provides users menu and button interfaces, whereas the relatively advanced smart watches enable users to interact with them based on gestures. Besides, there’s another type of interaction, tangible gesture interaction, which is still in concept verification stage at this moment.

Menu & Button Interface
With IBM’s Linux Watch [10], Users can interact with the watch through both touch screen (software buttons at four corners) and roller wheel (top right), as Figure 1 shows. The top left button includes start menus. The bottom left button enables users to return back. The top right button serves as an alarm setting. The bottom right button can lead users to the phone number list. The roller wheel, on the other hand, enables users to switch between applications.

dWatch [3], based on eZ430-Chronos, has 5 buttons for users interaction, as Figure 6 shows.

Figure 6. The eZ430-Chronos watch and USB dongle. This watch is what dWatch is based on. Reprinted from [3].

The star button (*) is used to navigate through menus. The hash button (#) is for configuring a selected menu. Bonino et al. [3] also develop some software menus, such as Time, Alarm, Temp, Gesture, and so on, to be run on dWatch. Time is a basic function. Alarm allows people to send an alarm notification to other dWatches. Temp shows users the temperature of environment, and allows user to control temperature by pressing the up-arrow or down-arrow button. Gesture menu allows users to enable and disable the gesture-based control of devices.

Gesture-based Interaction
The new generation of smart watches is usually integrated with inertial sensors, and thus has the abilities of recognize user’s gestures, which makes gesture-based interaction possible. E.g., MetaWatch [2], Facet [8], and dWatch [3] all support gesture-based interaction.

Facet [8] even implements multi-touch interaction, which is very rare among devices with small-size screens, such as those of smart watches. Although Facet segment do not individually support multi-touch, two or three fingers touching separate screen at the same time forms multiple segments touch. During that, Facet first gains the data of relative touch position, and then the pose of the whole bracelet. Finally the number of touches and position of each touch is sensed.

On the other hand, these smart watches still inherit and keep traditional interaction method, such as menus and buttons, from the old generation. For instance, dWatch [3] allows users to choose whether enable gesture-based control, and provides users buttons to access menus, as Figure 6 shows.

Tangible Gesture Interaction
HOVEN et al. [5] proposed an intersection research of gesture interaction and tangible interaction. Traditional gesture research only considers empty-handed gestures, while hand-held objects can be used as representations and controls, and thus be able to enhance or change people’s gesture. This is such a new area that very few researchers have touched it. Therefore, lots of researches need to be done in this area.

EVALUATION
The fast information access being able to bring great conveniences for people has been widely used and evaluated consequently. In contrast, gesture-based interaction is still a new area, which may need more evaluations to be made.

So far, some smart watch researches have revealed their evaluations, some of which are quite quantified and thus more likely to be reliable. E.g., the usage of prototype watch developed in [2] shows that hands-free interaction through wrist watch improves the quality of work, and makes the maintenance easier. The experiments of Gesture watch [7] show that 95.5% accuracy is gained, and there are no obvious differences between standing and walking, indoor and outdoor environment.

SUMMARY
Smart watches have been experiencing significant development in recent years. A large amount of applications have been developed to extend the scenarios where smart watches can be used, which has also inspired the related researches.

The old generation of smart watches are focusing on fast information access, whereas the new generation of smart watches are focusing on gesture-based interaction with their environments.

Microprocessors, sensors, and wireless modules are core components for smart watches. To adapt what types of
components, however, depends on what the tasks are, and how the tasks are distributed.

In HCI aspects, the new generation of smart watches usually combine traditional menus and buttons interfaces with advanced gesture-based interaction.

Many smart watches are still in either prototype development or verification stage, thus evaluations are not sufficient to some extent. However, some cases have shown their convincing experiment results.

**FUTURE WORK**

Even though smart watches have experienced significant development in recent years, there are still some gaps waiting to be filled in the future.

**Standardization**

Unlike general software engineering area, almost all smart watches that support gesture recognition have developed their own set of gestures, which on the one hand results in a huge waste of money and time. On the other hand, this hinders the technique communication between research communities, and thus hinders the progress of the development of smart watches as a whole.

Fortunately, not all the research projects overlook such a huge gap. Ferscha et al. [4] propose and develop a general framework to detect orientation based gestures. The core of the framework is to standardize the gestures, and form a general gestures library, which includes three types of gestures: hand gestures, gestures of permanent hand-held objects, and gestures of occasional operation of hand-held objects.

**Security Protection**

People usually wear watches on the wrist with the displaying panel outside oriented, which may lead to the leakage of their personal information. Although this is a serious issue, it seems to be overlooked by most smart watches. Fortunately, it may be solved in watches that have multi-segment displays. Lyons et al. [8] have suggested that applications should consider the position of display in order to protect privacy.

To protect sensitive information from being stolen, Al-Muhtadi et al. [1] proposes a context-based security mechanism that provides identification and authentication of users through automated reasoning. This may be adopted by those smart watches that usually access user’s sensitive information.

**Battery Life**

Battery life is one of the main concerns that most smart watches are faced with [10] [3]. For instance, WIMM ONE, a popular commercial smart watch, can only stand by up to 36 hours [3].

Normally higher computational needs mean more consumption of battery, whereas a lower computational requirement such as the watch in PerServ architecture [6] may significantly reduce the power consumption. However, these watches must rely on other devices for further process, which may not be a good idea for those high-end smart watches that seek to handle all the tasks by themselves.

Therefore, there’s still a long way for smart watches to go to achieve a long battery life without losing high computational abilities.
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